Reviewer Expectations

1. When you receive a copy of a book for review, you will be given a due date for the review, usually about 2 months after the book is mailed. If for any reason you are unable to meet that deadline, please inform the editors immediately.

2. AJL reviews should be no longer than 300 words in length. They may be considerably shorter. Avoid using all caps, hard returns, right justification, special fonts, bold text or double spaces after periods, as these have to be redone by the editors. Please send a single space copy. ***Do not leave dashes in the ISBN***

3. The review should convey a clear sense of the work’s intent and content and be framed in terms that the general reader can understand. Please provide an evaluation of the book’s quality, including writing style, accuracy, originality, importance, etc. Indicate recommended readership, type of library (academic, synagogue, etc.). Comparisons to other books in the field are welcome. Reissued titles are reviewed only if there is substantial change in the new edition.

4. Please refrain from using “I” and other first-person language.

5. Spelling will follow Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary. Other aspects of style (capitalization, punctuation, quotations, and bibliography) will follow MLA Format. Note: it is not necessary to make page references following quotations from the reviewed book. Please do not use footnotes.

6. Cite the book you are reviewing at the head of the review, using the following model: We have switched over to MLA Format.


   Or

7. Please send all documents as a word attachment please. Documents sent in a different format will be returned.

8. Put your name, the name of the institution at which you work, the city and the state (or country) at the end of the review.

9. Reviewers are responsible for the accuracy of statements included. Reviews will be edited for grammar, style, and length. For reasons of space, the Reviews editors may be unable to publish all reviews submitted. If this is the case, reviewers are free to publish their reviews elsewhere.

10. Reviews of adult books should be emailed to Laura Schutzman at laura.schutzman@gmail.com.
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